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From the Center for Peacebuilding 

Roundtable on Central Asia with Marina Pikulina 

In early September, KOFF and the FAST early warning project of swisspeace 
jointly organised a roundtable discussion on Central Asia. In the first part, an 
overview produced by KOFF of Swiss or Swiss-based players in Central Asia 
was presented (KOFF will soon be posting this overview on its web site). 
Roundtable participants - representatives of Swiss and international non-
governmental organisations, federal departments as well as academic insti-
tutions - introduced their organisations and programmes. They explained 
their approach to dealing with conflict situations, primarily with respect to 
specific peace-building activities or conflict sensitiveness in keeping with "Do 
no harm" principles.  

In the second part, Marina Pikulina, political analyst and FAST Country Coor-
dinator in Uzbekistan, examined the situation in that country in the light of 
Russia's changing influence. According to Pikulina, Russia regards Uzbeki-
stan as a key country in the region and has been keen on preserving its influ-
ence. This, in turn, has been influencing the relations and power structures 
amongst the Central Asian countries.  

The ensuing discussion focused on the strategic importance of Uzbekistan for 
stability in the region, as well as the long-term interests of various Arab 
countries and the USA. In this context, particularly conflicts over natural re-
sources, drug trafficking, the influence of Islamic fundamentalist groups and 
border disputes were mentioned. There was general agreement that Central 
Asia is currently a theatre for geopolitical power struggles and competition 
for resources and therefore represents a delicate security situation.  

Roundtable participants stressed the importance of sharing information 
about the situation in Central Asia as knowledge of the region is still largely 
superficial. 

01.09.03 
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Further Information:  

KOFF Esther Marthaler 

Links 
 

 

 

First Iraq workshop:  
current developments and the role of Swiss players  

 KOFF-Workshop II  

 KOFF-Website Iraq 

 International Crisis 

Group (ICG) 

Links 

The first of two KOFF workshops on Iraq was held in Bern in mid-September. 
In an introductory presentation, the ethnologist and journalist Inga Rogg of-
fered an overview of the current political and social situation in Iraq. Major 
security headaches are continuing to overshadow the positive outcomes of 
the regime change, such as freedom of movement and opinion, press free-
dom and the rise of civil society. In addition to the security situation, the 

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_centralasia.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/fast/asien.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/FAST/updates/UZ-Up-Date 3_2003.pdf
mailto: marthaler@swisspeace.unibe.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/koff/Iraq_WS_2.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/c_iraq.htm
http://www.intl-crisis-group.org/projects/project.cfm?subtypeid=33
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drafting of a new, democratic Constitution was a matter of urgency. Inga 
Rogg underscored that now Iraq needs long-term aid for reconstruction 
rather than emergency aid.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

Further Information:  

KOFF Anita Müller 

The second part of the workshop focused on the role of Swiss players. Ac-
cording to Günther Bächler (SDC/COPRET), pressure has intensified consid-
erably on donor countries to get involved in the reconstruction. This pressure 
will grow even further. Switzerland, whose official stance so far has been to 
provide only emergency aid and not become involved in reconstruction, will 
come under pressure, Bächler said. The ensuing discussion turned mainly on 
minimum political and security prerequisites for the involvement of Swiss 
players in reconstruction. Until KOFF's second Iraq Workshop on 8 October, 
these issues will continue to be discussed within the individual organisations. 

12.09.03 

 

 

 

 

"Do no harm" training, including the gender aspect  
 
 Report KOFF "Do no 

harm" training 

 The Collaborative for 

Development Action, 

Inc (cda) 

 Evangelischer Entwick-

lungsdienst (eed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further Information: 

KOFF Cordula Reimann 

and Esther Marthaler 

Links 

The second KOFF training module on tools and methodology of conflict-
sensitive planning, implementation and evaluation of peace programmes, 
development cooperation and humanitarian aid interventions took place in 
mid-September at the Center for Peacebuilding.  

In the first part, Wolfgang Heinrich of the Church Development Service of the 
Protestant Churches in Germany (EED) and co-developer of the "Do no 
harm" tool, as well as Cordula Reimann of the Center for Peacebuilding dis-
cussed the conceptual aspects. The theoretical foundations and practical 
steps of the "Do no harm" approach were combined with gender-analysis. 
This is a novel procedure, for the gender aspect - if at all addressed - is 
mostly treated only incidentally to a "Do no harm" analysis. That was pre-
cisely what this training programme wanted to avoid. The aim was to incor-
porate awareness of gender-specific issues and perspectives in the process 
and to be constantly mindful of it.  

Once the theoretical groundwork was complete, knowledge acquired was 
applied to a specific case study through group work. The subsequent plenary 
discussion and evaluation of the group work proved highly stimulating: Many 
participants saw numerous possibilities for testing the "Do no harm" tool in 
their organisation and adapting it to their own needs. 

The trainees included many staff members of Swiss development organisa-
tions and representatives of the civil service. The KOFF training modules are 
geared toward the staff of member organisations. Two further modules are 
scheduled for November and December 2003, and will be addressing the 
subject of "Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment" (PCIA).  

17.09.03 

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/donoharm/ProtokollDonoharmTraining.pdf
http://www.cdainc.com/lcp/lcp-publications.php?cat=8
http://www.eed.de/
mailto:reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch
mailto: marthaler@swisspeace.unibe.ch
mailto:amueller@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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Workshop on observer and accompaniment missions 

A one-day workshop was held at KOFF in late September for Swiss organisa-
tions whose work is related to civilian observer and accompaniment mis-
sions. The aim was to provide an overview of ongoing programmes and of 
know-how existing in Switzerland and to pave the way for exchanges and 
networking amongst the participants. Participants included members of all 
Swiss organisations working in this field, representatives of Political Divisions 
II and IV of the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) and a rep-
resentative of the international non-governmental organisation "Non-violent 
Peaceforce".  

The first part of the event was devoted to introducing the organisations and 
federal departments. Next came a lively discussion on how to improve coop-
eration amongst the organisations themselves and with development organi-
zations and the embassies present locally. 

In the afternoon, the discussion turned on the following principal issues:  

1. What are organisations attempting to influence locally?  
What is their impact? 

2. What is the status of actual cooperation amongst local players?  How 
can it be improved? 

3. How can cooperation in Switzerland be improved? What should be 
KOFF's role in the process? 

Participants agreed that cooperation was helpful and desirable. Another 
meeting was scheduled for early December to discuss how to move forward. 
 
 
 cfd 

 Collectif Urgence Pa-

lestine 

 GSoA 

 International Solidarity 

Movement (ISM) 

 International Women's 

Peace Service (IWPS) 

 Nonviolent Peaceforce 

 Peace Bregades Inter-

national Switzerland 

 Peace Watch CH 

 

 

Further Information:  

KOFF Roland Dittli 

Links 
25.09.03 

 

http://www.cfd-ch.org/
http://www.urgencepalestine.ch/
http://www.urgencepalestine.ch/
http://www.gsoa.ch/
http://www.palsolidarity.org/
http://www.womenspeacepalestine.org/
http://www.nonviolentpeaceforce.org/english/welcome.asp
http://www.peacebrigades.org/switzerland.html
http://www.peacebrigades.org/switzerland.html
http://corsam.peacewatch.ch/
mailto:dittli@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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Focus   

Gender and peacebuilding as KOFF priority topic  

 KOFF and swisspeace 

put priority on the topic 

"Gender and peace-

building".  

 KOFF has inaugurated 

the relevant web pages 

and launched a Gender 

Roundtable. 

 Starting in the autumn, 

gender training courses 

and thematic informa-

tion brochures are 

planned. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further Information: 

KOFF Cordula Reimann 

Facts 

If the underlying complex, gender-specific dimensions of peacebuilding are 
neglected at the planning phase, implementation and evaluation will never 
be more than minimally sustainable and successful - if not outright counter-
productive. This is how KOFF staff member Cordula Reimann justified the 
clear emphasis put on gender and peacebuilding at KOFF and swisspeace. If 
violent conflicts and their treatment are approached "without considering 
gender", the result would be to curtail and simplify their analysis. Gender-
sensitive approaches make it possible to take full account of the complexities 
and contradictions of violent conflicts when dealing with them.  

New web pages and a roundtable 

KOFF and swisspeace will be involved with gender and pecebuilding in vari-
ous ways and through a range of Activities.  KOFF's Gender web pages and 
the launch of the Gender Roundtable in September represent new, trend-
setting departures.  The new web pages offer information, among others, on 
the involvement of Swiss players, current literature, important organisations, 
as well as links and general "Do's and Don'ts" of gender and peacebuilding.   

The participants at the first meeting of the KOFF Gender Roundtable in mid-
September included representatives of the civil service and of several non-
governmental organisations, as well as other interested individuals. The cen-
tral question was: "What makes gender an issue for conflict transformation 
and peace-building and hence for our work?" Cordula Reimann examined 
the most crucial conceptual and action-oriented policy reasons, while Ursula 
Keller of the Christian Peace Service (cfd) shared some practical insights 
based on a cfd project in Israel/Palestine. Both inputs sparked a lively discus-
sion of gender-specific impacts on Tracks I-III, the implications of the shift 
from international to domestic conflicts and the asymmetries of conflicts, 
with special reference to the culture of violence and gender-specific violence. 
The discussion emphasized not only a number of diverse approaches to the 
topic, but also the pressing need to debate conceptual and theoretical issues 
together with action-oriented ones.  

Establishing Gender Roundtable as discussion forum 

The Topics of the future sessions of the Gender Roundtable reflect the wishes 
of the KOFF member organisations and the discussion of the "state-of-the-
art" with regard to "Gender, conflict, conflict transformation and peace-
building". The Roundtable should represent a thematic discussion forum and 
network for those involved with the theory and practice of peace-building 
and development cooperation. Its goals include awareness-raising, informa-
tion-sharing, discussion, the creation of synergies and continuing education 
and training. As initiator and organiser of the Gender Roundtable, Cordula 
Reimann would like the Roundtable to be perceived and experienced as a 

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/GENDERAktivitaeten.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/GenderRT_Themenueberblick.pdf
mailto:reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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joint learning project between KOFF, individuals and member organisations. 
As far as possible, all events should draw on specific projects and experi-
ences of participants. The Roundtable should also offer an opportunity for 
greater and more targeted interlinking and merging of theory, practice and 
policy. Therefore, the roundtable discussions should also include interna-
tional experts and practitioners.   

Gender training courses and gender information brochures 

In addition to the Roundtable and the regularly updated web pages, "Gender 
and peace" training courses and frequent thematic information brochures 
with reading suggestions, checklists, do's & don’ts, etc. are planned.  A first 
step in gender-sensitive training was taken in late September with the "Do 
no harm" workshop, which was a targeted and conscious attempt to gender 
mainstream "Do no harm" tools. Particularly with respect to methodological 

N

 
 KOFF gender Web  

pages  

 Overview of planned 

KOFF activities 

 Report of the first Gen-

der Roundtable session 

 Possible Topics of the 

Gender Roundtable 

 Report of the KOFF "Do 

no harm" training 

Links 
 

questions, KOFF is anxious to break new ground next year by conducting a 
"new", gender-sensitive review of conflict analyses and Peace and Conflict 
Impact Assessments (PCIAs), and by redesigning its training accordingly.   

15.09.03 

 

 

 

 

ews from Swiss NGOs 

Women for Peace support new BANGWE Project 

Since this summer, the "Women for Peace" organisation has been support-
ing a new project that will enable children – chiefly orphans - from war refu-
gee camps in Burundi, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda to 
attend school. Ten children from the three countries are to be selected each 
year and in addition to tuition, will receive school materials, food and cloth-
ing. Their education should mean a better future for them, their relatives and 
ultimately their country.  

The initiative is being carried out as part of the BANGWE project. BANGWE 
was founded in 1998 by the former Ambassador of Burundi to Geneva, Co-
lette Samoya, and promotes non-violence and dialogue in the three countries 
of the Great Lakes region.  

Women for Peace approached Colette Samoya last summer and asked her to 
design a project that they could support. The women collaborating with 
BANGWE will now be selecting the children who will benefit, and will moni-
tor and evaluate the project as well as give the children an understanding of 
the goals of BANGWE.  

04.09.03 

 

 

 

 More information  

about BANGWE 

 Women for Peace 

 

 

 

 

Further Information:  

Women for Peace,  

Heidi Maugué 

Links 

http://www.frauenfuerdenfrieden.ch/Projekte_projects/Bangwe/Projet_BangweRTF.pdf
http://www.frauenfuerdenfrieden.ch/
mailto:heidi.maugue@perso.ch
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/t_gender.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/GENDERAktivitaeten.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/ProtokollGenderRT.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/GenderRT_Themenueberblick.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/donoharm/ProtokollDonoharmTraining.pdf
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APRED launches training project in Somalia 

The "Association for the Study and Practice of Demilitarisation and Non-
militarisation" (APRED) is currently preparing a peace promotion project in 
Somalia, designed to provide an intensive one-month training course for civil 
society representatives and politicians in Somalia. The first week of training 
will be devoted to general theories of peacebuilding, as well as conflict 
analysis and conflict transformation methodology. In the second week, the 
tools developed are to be applied to the situation in Somalia and a conflict 
analysis drawn up on that basis. The last two weeks should be used to devise 
and launch specific peacebuilding project at all levels of Somali society. Oth-
ers projects originating in Switzerland should then follow.  

APRED is cooperating with Somalia's Green Party under this project. APRED 
is seeking other partners to support the project, as well as people knowl-
edgeable about Somalia in order to expand the network and increase infor-
mation sharing. 

22.09.03 

N

 

 APRED 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further Information:  

APRED, 

Christophe Barbey  

Links 
 

 

 

 

ews from Swiss Government Agencies 

Annual conference of PA IV  
on human security in Sri Lanka  

 Contribution of Miche-

line Calmy-Rey 

 Contribution of Peter 

Maurer 

 Contribution of Ian 

Martin 

 DFA-Report 

 DFA-Medium-term 

Plan Sri Lanka 2003-06 

Links 

The second annual conference of the Political Division IV (Human Security) of 
the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) took place in mid-September 
in Bern. It was an opportunity for the leaders of the Sri Lankan Government's 
Peace Secretariat and of the (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam) LTTE as well 
as representatives of the two warring parties to discuss aspects of the peace 
process outside the framework of the peace talks. The aim of PA IV was not 
to find solutions or act as mediator, but rather to use the present pause in 
the negotiations to map out the problems more clearly. 

In her address, DFA Head Micheline Calmy-Rey underscored the importance 
of building human rights issues into the peace process. This also encom-
passed the matter of impunity. "I would particularly like Switzerland to delve 
further into this topic so as to identify further meaningful new directions in 
the peace process", Calmy-Rey said. Calmy-Rey also expressed her determi-
nation to take greater account of migration concerns in framing foreign pol-
icy in the future. Lastly, the Federal Councillor underlined the importance of 
considering the gender aspect in conflict resolution. She lent her support to 
the idea of creating a World Women's Security Council. That body should col-
laborate with all non-governmental organisations that champion the causes 

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0803_CalmyRey.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0803_PeterMaurer.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0803_IanMartin.pdf
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/g/home/foreign/huright/pa4cf03.html
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL_0603_srilankamittelfrist.doc
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL_0603_srilankamittelfrist.doc
http://www.demilitarisation.org/eng.htm
mailto:Christophe.Barbey@demilitarisation.org
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of women, peace, security and human rights in order to observe UN policies 
from the outside - and to influence them wherever possible.  

The PA IV conference drew 280 participants, including representatives of 
non-governmental organisations, cantonal and federal authorities, universi-
ties, research bodies, embassies in Bern, the media and the Sri Lankan dias-
pora. The event was also carried by "Tamil Television Net" and "IBC Tamil 
Radio", with live simultaneous translation.   

 

Major Swiss commitment in Sri Lanka 

Switzerland is involved in the ongoing peace process since the February 
2002 ceasefire. In addition, it is also supporting several Swiss charities as 
part of its aid for reconstruction programme. A total of eight million 
francs is budgeted for Sri Lanka this year alone. Switzerland's substantial 
involvement is due not least of all to the fact that, compared to Switzer-
land’s population, the Sri Lankan diaspora is one of the largest in the 
world. Some 38,000 Sri Lankans were living in Switzerland at the end of 
2002. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 KOFF-Newsletter artic-

le about the Expert 

Pool  

 KOFF-Newsletter artic-

le on the Mavrovo 

Process in Macedonia, 

an ideal type of SOEF 

dialogue promotion 

project  

 KOFF-Newsletter artic-

le on the Peace Policy 

Section of PA IV 

Links SOEF: Empirical experience in  
conflict transformation and human rights promotion 
The Section for Operations and the Swiss Expert Pool for Civilian Peace Build-
ing (SOEF) of Political Division IV of the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign 
Affairs, maintains the Swiss Expert Pool for Civilian Peace Building on the 
one hand (see "Links" and on the other, sources and supplies partners and 
projects for Switzerland's activities in practical conflict transformation. As a 
result, some 100 projects are supported annually in the fields of constitu-
tional law, power sharing, elections, media, human security (mine clearance), 
mediation, reconciliation, dealing with the past, human rights and interna-
tional humanitarian law. The time-frame for a commitment depends on the 
analysis of a conflict and the way it develops, but is roughly three years on 
average, while the funding averages 1.5 million francs per year and conflict 
region. In addition to the operational side, the Section is also responsible for 
the administrative and logistical aspects of PA IV. 

At present, SOEF is supporting and accompanying programmes in Central 
Asia and Sri Lanka, southern Africa (more specifically in Angola and Mozam-
bique), the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Guatemala and Mexico (Chia-
pas), the Middle East and in the Balkans. The choice of conflict zones is dic-
tated by geographical considerations such as nearness to Switzerland (the 
case of South-Eastern Europe in particular) or proximity to areas where a 

http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0103_Expertenpool.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0103_Expertenpool.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0703_MavrovoProzess.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0703_MavrovoProzess.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0503_SektionFriedenspol.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/uploads/NL/NL0503_SektionFriedenspol.pdf
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peace work is already under way (as in southern Africa, where the emphasis 
was on South Africa during the 1990s, and attention has now shifted to Mo-
zambique and Angola). Furthermore, the degree of concern and empathy 
elicited, as well as national policy interests play a major role as in the cases 
of the Middle East, Sri Lanka, Guatemala and Chiapas. Ultimately, the 
choices made are political decisions that must be in line with the concrete 
possibilities for acting and making an impact and with the human and finan-
cial resources available. 

SOEF-supported programmes are accompanied by five programme leaders in 
Berne and locally by so-called "Peacebuilding Advisors". There are currently 
Peacebuilding Advisors in Tashkent, Maputo, Colombo, Skopje, Guatemala 
City and Bogota, while others are planned for Jerusalem and Kinshasa. De-
pending on the programme, these advisors may act as consultants and coor-
dinators, supply expertise, prepare analyses, accompany and evaluate pro-
jects or studies, as do the programme leaders in Bern to some extent, them-
selves also actively involved with projects.  

SOEF makes its empirical expertise available to the three other sections of PA 
IV ("Peace Policy and Human Security Section", "Human Rights Section" and 
the "Section for Humanitarian Policy and International Refugee Policy"). This 
sustains lively exchanges between the "Policy" and "Operations" divisions, 

I

This contribution is the 

last of a series in which 

KOFF presented sections 

specifically created 

within Swiss develop-

ment cooperation organi-

sations for peacebuilding 

work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information:  

SOEF Sephan Husy  
which are closely interwoven. 

01.09.03 

 

 

 

 

nternational News 

Berghof-Center 

 New Website of "Resource Network for Conflict Studies and  
Transformation (RNCST)" in Sri Lanka launched.  

 The latest Publication: "Contract or War? sheds some light upon the insti-
tutional logic in violent conflict".  
 
In this section, KOFF is  

reporting on news from 

ten international partner 

organisations: 

Links 
 
 The print version of the "Berghof Handbook for Conflict  
Transformation" can be ordered here.  

19.09.03 

 

 

 

http://www.berghof-foundation.lk/
http://www.berghof-center.org/publications/occasional/boc23e.pdf
mailto:info@berghof-center.org
mailto:Stephan.Husy@eda.admin.ch
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EPLO  

 Berghof-Center 

 Conciliation Resources 

 EPLO 

 European Platform for 

Conflict Prevention 

 FriEnt 

 GTZ 

 International Alert 

 Plattform Zivile Kon-

fliktbearbeitung 

 Responding to Conflict 

 Unifem 

 

 

  Links  

 The European Commission decided to support the peace process in Liberia 
by allocating 50 million Euro from the European Development Fund. 

 The European Commission proposed to imposes an embargo on the supply 
of arms, weaponry equipment and assistance to armed groups and military 
operating in the Democratic Republic of Congo. At the same time, the 
Commission signed a €205 million aid programme.    

05.09.03 

 

European Platform for Conflict Prevention 

 On 15 and 16 October the Platform's annual meeting will be held in Soes-
terberg. The main theme will be "The Role of Civil Society in the Preventi-
on of Armed Conflict Program". 

15.09.03 

 

GTZ 

 The GTZ-based sector project Crisis Prevention and Conflict Transformation 
of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ), has published the 
following new studies: "Friedensentwicklung und Krisenprävention in Gua-
temala" and "Friedensentwicklung und Krisenprävention in Kolumbien" 

19.09.03 

 

International Alert 

 International Alert appoints new Secretary-General, Dan Smith OBE. 

 Recent Publications:  
-  International Alert Annual Review 2002-3  
-  EU conflict prevention, management and resolution in Africa - Discussion 

Paper and Report on the EU Seminar in Rome, July 2003 
- Building a Network for Small Arms Control in MERCOSUR:  

Report of Workshop.  

 Vacancies:  
- Research Co-ordinator, Nepal 
- Administrator, Nepal 
- Intern, Business & Conflict Programme/Global Policy, London 
- Director, Mano River Union Secretariat, Sierra Leone 

29.09.03 

 

 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/body/news/news_en.htm
http://www.reliefweb.int/w/rwb.nsf/6686f45896f15dbc852567ae00530132/874cb60f22cc1e57c1256d95003b67d0?OpenDocument
http://www.reliefweb.int/w/rwb.nsf/6686f45896f15dbc852567ae00530132/7bbf194a9e6a2bf8c1256d96003f0577?OpenDocument
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.international-alert.org/pdf/annual_review_2002.pdf
http://www.international-alert.org/pdf/pubdev/EUAfricaSeminarJointPaper.pdf
http://www.international-alert.org/pdf/pubdev/EUAfricaSeminarJointPaper.pdf
http://www.international-alert.org/pdf/pubsec/mercador.pdf
http://www.international-alert.org/aboutus/vacancies.htm
http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.c-r.org/accord
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.euconflict.org/
http://www.euconflict.org/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.gtz.de/crisisprevention/deutsch/instrumente.htm
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.respond.org/
http://www.unifem.org/
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Events 

Other pointers to events 

and training courses are 

available through the 

KOFF-Infomarket. 

 Info  On 30 October the swisspeace Annual Conference 2003 will be held in 
Bern on the topic: "Adding Fuel to the Fire. The Role of Petroleum in Vio-
lent Conflicts". 

 The Swiss Ecumenical Peace Program annual course begins on 7 October.  

 KOFF will be holding a second Iraq Workshop in Bern for its member or-
ganisations on 8 October. 

 Peace Brigades International Switzerland will be organising an orientation 
weekend on 25 and 26 October in Zofingen for people interested in PBI 
project assignments and grassroots work in Switzerland.  

 

 

 

 

 

Publications 

"Recovering From Civil Conflict: Reconciliation, Peace 
and Development" 

Edward Newman and 

Albrecht Schnabel (eds.) 

Recovering From Civil 

Conflict: Reconciliation, 

Peace and Development. 

London: Frank Cass. 

2002. 

The book was also pu-

blished as a special issue 

of the specialised journal 

International Peacekee-

ping (9/2, summer 2002). 

 Info 

In the book, 12 experts in conflict and peace research discuss some of the 
most fundamental peacebuilding issues in post-conflict societies. After an in-
troduction by the publisher briefly describing the economic, cultural and se-
curity challenges in war-ravaged states and societies, the following topics 
are addressed: the possibilities and limits of conflict prevention before and 
after civil wars; the impact of UN and international norms on issues of post-
war justice; the role of UN peace-keeping operations; the role of the World 
Bank, non-governmental organisations and private enterprises; the financing 
of peace missions; elections and international civil administrations; refugee 
issues; disarming and reintegrating of ex-combatants and social reconcilia-
tion after genocides and war crimes.  

The book examines some of the most important conceptual and practical 
challenges facing post-conflict societies and the international community of 
States and donors. It underscores the delicate links and tensions between in-
dividual, civil society, state and regional and international organisation in the 
critical phase of reconstructing war-ravaged societies and their political and 
economic structures. Although the book does not cover all the dimensions of 
peacebuilding, it is nonetheless a valuable contribution to the scientific dis-
cussion and should also be of interest to practitioners.  
 

 

 

http://www.swisspeace.org/jahreskonferenz_e.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/koff/soef.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.org/information/events_info.asp?event=55
http://www.peacebrigades.org/switzerland/schweiz_kennenlernen.html
http://www.peacebrigades.org/switzerland/schweiz_kennenlernen.html
http://www.swisspeace.org/KOFF/events.asp
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Web tip 

"women building peace"  
 
 women building peace 

 International Alert 

 UN SC rsolution 1325  

Links 

The website informs about the "women building peace" campaign which 
was launched in 1999 by the international conflict transformation organiza-
tion International Alert. The website covers a wide range of themes: It gives 
a campaign overview and up-date, comprehensive information on the main 
five aims of the campaign (including women in peace negotiations; putting 
women at the heart of reconstruction; strengthening the protection and par-
ticipation of refugee and internally displaced women; ending impunity for 
crimes committed against women; and providing women and women’s or-
ganizations with the support and resources); the NGO working group on 
"women, peace and security", the UN SC resolution 1325; peace audits, 
cases studies, campaign resources and important links. For anybody inter-
ested in policy-making and lobbying in the area of "gender & peacebuilding" 
an electronic must! 
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